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For Cedric,

If you make it home you will have tested this research 

document to its fullest potential. 

Travel safe, come home.

January 2013, as Gareth Morgan made headline news suggesting we have cat free suburbs, 

euthanase cats we already own, that we do not replace our pets when they die, Cedric also 

made front page news after it was discovered when he was to be collectd from the cattery 

along the edge of a remnat patch of bush in Murrays Bay. Since then with the motorway to 

cross he has not been positively sited.  
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Introduction 
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Rationale

-‐

-‐

of these species useful to help control plant eating pests, in both agriculture and horticulture.
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-‐

-‐

-‐
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understanding of the ecological and social relationships and connections within the sites investigated.

-‐

-‐

-‐
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The investigations look at Mainland Islands; Botanical and Zoological Gardens; Agrarian 

landscapes and selected styles of Subdivision Design.
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The Condition -‐ Edge  

“Edge effect: the effect of an abrupt transition between two quite different adjoining ecological 

Webster’s Dictionary
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The bounded thing 

devices and predator control such as signage; path 

networks; 

range, 

-‐

wider landscapes. 

16



Surrender the Edge. 

-‐

Finding Edge affects seek opening -‐ are both internal and external.

Finding  Access varies due to species behavioural differences.

17



The drawings.

Finding 

Heavenly spaces -‐ Exclusive Ecosystem?

18



Finding 

The decorated cage -‐ Hole in the Wall?



“Nature is not a separate domain hiding away in the wilderness.
 Animals and plants live all around us and exploit us when they can.” 

T. Low
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“Collective: of, relating to, or being a group of individuals ....................

  

“Space:  

    things that a person needs in order to remain  comfortable   .....................

Webster’s Dictionary
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The Private -‐ Public Continuum.

Finding -‐

Finding 

-‐

ship. 

Finding

22



Where does the Mainland Island Settlement Park start and stop? 

 

green space.

use. 

-‐

Rural production 

Mainland Island 

-‐
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End of the road / Carpark.

Finding  Entrance is -‐ 

      

Mainland Island / Bio-‐park 

-‐  Potential for 

Transition -‐ Grain of landscape 

-‐

The Mainland Island Journey -‐ Suburbia to Park.



Entrance.

Finding

Finding 

Finding  Entrance functions as a selective barrier.
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Track and path networks.

Finding  

Finding  

Finding  A p

-‐

The

 

Finding  
-‐

with reference to its, surroundings. 

Finding  T
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Publicness.

Finding  

Finding  

Finding  
F -‐

Public open space provides interactive opportunities, a setting for art, recreation, conservation, education and research. 
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Showcase Species.

Finding  

-‐

Finding  -‐

Finding  -‐
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Webster’s Dictionary
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-‐
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“The Toolbox”: Removal, Protection, Restoration, Education.

Finding  T

Removal -‐ Public Action.

Protection -‐ Public Artifact.
Direct mechanism -‐

Indirect mechanism

-‐
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Restoration -‐ Public Action.

Education -‐  Public Knowledge. 
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Impact of key species on biodiversity.

Mankind is the ultimate pest responsible for widespread habitat destruction, introduction of potential pest species and through removal of 

eggs, nests and adult species.

Humans.
Finding  

Mammalian pests -‐ Conservation Nightmare.
Finding  

-‐

Production Animals.
Finding  



Companion Animals.
Finding  

-‐

Cat owners, rural and urban, must also do their bit to support our native species. Some simple measures include cats indoors at 

-‐
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Spatial status -‐ Behavioral assemblages.

Finding

-‐

36



Spatial status -‐ Flight Distance.

Investigation -‐ Flight Distance, Cattle.
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Investigation -‐ Flight Distance, Cat.

-‐

Finding  

Finding  

-‐

38





Summary Findings.

Edge.

-‐

-‐

-‐

tential for new life. 

Cats were discovered to avoid crossing open spaces of greater than 50 

Collective.

experience.

Path networks drive collective space -‐ Recreation tool 

-‐

tate interaction.

-‐

Conservation.

Artifact.

-‐

Restoration -‐ Public Action.

-‐

threat to wildlife.

operate as a conservational and educational collective venue.

and coastal edges.



The Islands

“a tract of land surrounded by water  ............ something resembling an island 

especially in its isolated or surrounded position ............. is approachable from 

Webster’s Dictionary



Auckland Zoo.



Boundary -‐ proximity.

Collective Space.

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education.
Conservation and research both in situ and ex situ focuses on securing sustainable populations of species and their habitats through integrated 

-‐

-‐



Auckland Botanic Gardens.

the gardens should meet the needs and interests of our community, and they should inspire and inform people about the importance of plants 



Boundary -‐ proximity.

Collective Space.
-‐

reational and conservation usage where people can have fun, learn about landscape design and develop shared values about plants.

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education.



Maungatautari Ecological Island Reserve.
Mainland Island -‐ 3363 hectare forested park 

Boundary, proximity.

Collective Space.

and tracks provides access to experience a pest-‐free New Zealand forest. 

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education.

-‐

and grants.

 



Karori Sanctuary; Zealandia.
Mainland Island -‐ 225 hectares of regenerating lowland forest and wetlands.

Boundary, proximity.

Collective Space.
-‐

forest.

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education.
-‐

visitor charges, sponsorships and grants.



Ark in the Park.

Trapline Grid ark Waitakere Auckland.



Boundary, proximity.

-‐

Collective Space. 

the Auckland Regional Council.

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education.

ecological and habitat restoration work and reintroduction of endangered species.



50

Tawharanui Regional Park.



Boundary, proximity.

It is close to offshore islands -‐ A stepping stone for native birds to colonise.

Collective Space.

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education. 

pets behind, a native forest and regenerating wetlands and Marine Park provides for reintroduction of threatened plants, birds, gecko and ver-‐

51



52

Mahinepua Mainland Island Project. 



Boundary -‐ proximity.
A diffuse edge, the entire area has constant predator and weed control via sustainable land 

Collective Space.

entire 

 generates for individuals and groups a sense 

A gathering space to 

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education.

-‐
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East Harbour Regional Park.

Connections



Mainland Island Activity Diagrams:

55



Protection

Concentration

Patch

Corridor

Matrix

Localness

Pests

Nutrient Relationships

Awareness

Understanding

Participation

Research CULTURAL MACHINE

Landscape is a cultural construction

Culture has created separation 

Law

Control

Landcare NZ

Council

Public ownership

Larger parcels of land -‐  

Creates a sense of ownership 

Conservation

Habitat Restoration

Habitat Protection

Pest control

Conservation Medicine

Recreational potential 

Archeological Features

The “Mainland Island Machine”
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“a tract of land surveyed and divided into lots for purposes of sale;

Webster’s Dictionary
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Karaka Lakes Residential Development.

Collective.
-‐

Ecosystem.

Economic.
New public parkland. Cost savings -‐ construction and infrastructure costs.
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Eco-‐village. 

Collective.

Ecosystem.

Economic.

-‐

61



cul-‐de-‐sac clusters foster high local surveillance and exclusiv-‐

space.

-‐

cation between inhabitants of the subdivision.
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Conservation Subdivision:

-‐

Collective:

Ecosystem.

habitat and populations of endangered or threatened species, archaeological sites, cemeteries and burial grounds. Secondary Conservation 

Economic.
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LIUDD (Low-‐impact urban design development).

Collective.

-‐

-‐

Ecosystem.

Economic.
-‐

65
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Integrated Catchment Management. 
“ICM aims to integrate the management of land, water and related biological resources in order to achieve their sustainable and balanced 

Collective.

 

Ecosystem. 

corridors within degraded landscapes. 

-‐

edges and wetlands. 

Economic.
-‐

own nurseries and planting gangs to ensure planting success.

-‐
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Integrated Catchment Management in Rural Design.
Mangaotama, Waikato. 
 

-‐

-‐

Ecosystem.

Economic.

-‐

exotic planting practices.



Reproduction

Resilience high

Constructed Landscape

Migration

Herbivores

Predation

Fire

Flooding

Roading

-‐

sects and spiders. 

-‐

Recreation

Parks; Trails.

Retail

Town

Political

Cultural

Conservation Estate

Managed Forests

Agrarian Land

Corridors

-‐

Affect -‐ Boundaries

Rural sightseeing

Ecological drivers set aside areas less able 

-‐

tion land handed over to local or national 

Biodiversity Island-‐ Settlement Relationships.

70



vegetated corridors connect water-‐

Market Incentives -‐ 

Residents

-‐

-‐

-‐

tree propagation

buildings

Creates network or corridors and 

-‐

or housing.

Moderate slopes used for production.

Cluster housing -‐ reduce roads and 

costs of water and sewage.

Reduced rates burden.

Consultative

Reduced infrastructure costs on site 

-‐

71



Environmental effects of exurban residential development.

“Every cubic centimetre of the biosphere has already been altered by the metabolism of the dominant animals; that is the economy 

-‐

a new way of thinking about designing the suburb that is gener-‐

ated by connective possibilities between garden making, subdivision design and environmentalism. 
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Ecological Richness

Isolated

Plants

Pollinators

Parasites

Predators

Light

Nutrients

 Agricultural practices

Largeness

Nutrient load

Cultural Isolation

Matrix of relationships and environmental effects within and buffering the island systems and settlement.
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Hall Farm Development Area.

75



space.

Physical characteristics:
-‐

76



Covenant applies.

Site Positioning.

77
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Site Character.

Large parcel of land.

destination, recreational potential and aggregation. 

Infrastructure



-‐

along the coastal edge. 

core site. 

coastal edge.
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Gathering spaces: Private -‐ Public Continuum.

Gathering spaces.

-‐

81



The connections.

82



destination, recreational potential and aggregation. Collective 

83



Mapping  -‐ Species. 

Mapping investigates the species distribution across 

the site in relationship to suburban development, in-‐

areas.

-‐



Mapping -‐Context. 

Mapping investigates the site in relationship to catch-‐

ment, boundaries and linkages -‐ suburban development, 

patterns.
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Mapping -‐ Context. Unlocking the potential.

GIS Analysis of the Orewa Surrounds. 

designing.

86



estuarine edge. 
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Mapping -‐ Site.

Unlocking the potential -‐ Analysis of the Core Site.
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Mapping -‐ Site. 

Unlocking the potential -‐ GIS Analysis of the Core Site. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

corridors and Transport.







shelter.



pinus radiata





Site Conditions:
 
Boundary -‐ proximity:

Collective Space:

-‐

-‐

servation usage where people can have fun, learn about landscape design and develop shared values about plants.

Biodiversity -‐ Conservation and Education:

-‐





Mapping -‐ Site: Unlocking the potential.

Cross Sectional Analysis of the Core Site. 

1. 

2. Recreational Zone -‐ buffered edge.

3. 

Purple band.

5. Topographical variance.

6. Existing vegetation.



Cross section a -‐ aa

Cross section b -‐ bb

House-‐lots

House-‐lots

100



Cross section d -‐ dd

House-‐lots

101

Cross section c -‐ cc
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Design Exploration -‐ Core site.
 
Integrating settlement -‐ rural production -‐ conservation and recreation within a SNA 

infrastructure and are integrated into subdivision design. 

103





Design Exploration -‐ Core site.
Generating the layers.

Layer One -‐ The Edge -‐ Boundary Making

-‐

conducive to good relationships between pet owners and those involved in ecological restoration, even if in the interests of protecting wildlife 

The -‐

space.

The second design move
-‐

105



Concept detail a -‐ aa 

a aa

106

Concept -‐ Edge.



The third design move

The fourth design move

107



Critical Areas

for future house sites. 

108



Design Exploration -‐ Core site
Generating the layers.

Layer Two -‐ Settlement -‐ Buffers -‐ GIS. 

of the 

 

The 

-‐

-‐

-‐

-‐

tion.  



Concept Detail -‐ Settlement -‐ Buffers -‐ GIS.

for other use.
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The sixth design move -‐

of residents. 

-‐

-‐

111



Concept Details -‐ Collective Space.

112



Design Exploration -‐ Core site.
Generating the layers.

Layer Two -‐ Collective Space.

-‐

-‐

     

113



Concept Settlement (Detail).

plant list. 



Cross section b -‐ bb

Concept detail.

115



Entrance. Collective Space. Concept Detail.

The seventh design move -‐

Rubbish bin provision.

Planting reinforces conservation area.

Provision of alternative exercise area for dogs.

Restricting dog access to areas where ground nesting bird species are present.
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117

Internal path networks -‐ road -‐ house -‐ lakeside.

Concept -‐ Entrance, Circulation.



Track and Path Network. Collective Space. Concept Detail.

The eight design move

-‐

-‐

118



Concept -‐ Path, Track, Circulation.



Public Artefact, Signage. Collective Space. Concept Detail. 

-‐

The ninth design move

120



121

Concept Detail -‐ Signage -‐ Dog Access Signs.



Design Exploration -‐ Core site. 
Generating the layers.

Layer Three: Biodiversity -‐ Enhancement. 

Proximity -‐ Pest Control -‐ Edge. Biodiversity -‐ Enhancement. Concept Detail.

The tenth design move
to this are both spatial and cultural as follows;

traps to avoid bait stations to control rodent abundance. 

-‐

122



123

-‐

local food production.



Planting -‐ linkages. Biodiversity -‐ Enhancement. Concept Detail.

The eleventh design move 

-‐

thus it 

Plant Zones. 
“Lake Park -‐ Stream Edge” -‐

“Bush Settlement Park -‐ Conservation Edge” 

feed sources.

“Dog Park” 

large trees are retained. 



Medium/Large Shrubs, andTrees 

Corokia cotoneaster 

Cordyline australis 

Cordyline banksii 

Cordyline 

Dodonea viscosa 

Griselinia littoralis

Griselinia lucida 

Coprosma repens 

Coprosma 

Entelea arborescens 

Myoporium laetum

Pittosporum tenuifolium 

Pittosporum crassifolium

Sophora 

Flax, Grasses and Herbaceous species. 

Anemanthele lessoniana

Arthropodium cirratum

Astellia banksii 

Astelia chathamica 

Phormium cookianum 

Phormium 

Phormium 

Phormium 

Phormium 

Phormium cookianum 

Small/Medium Shrubs 

Brachyglottis greyi 

Coprosma acerosa

Coprosma 

Cordyline 

Hebe albicans

Hebe 

Hebe chathamica 

Hebe 

Hebe topiara

Hebe speciosa

Metrosideros 

Melicytus crassifolius 

“Lake Park -‐ Stream Edge”

125



Medium/Large Shrubs and Small Trees 

Akeake purpura

Coprosma repens 

Coprosma 

Corokia cotoneaster 

Cordyline australis 

Cordyline banksii 

Dodonea viscosa 

Griselinia littoralis

Griselinia lucida 

Coprosma repens 

Coprosma 

Entelea arborescens 

Myoporium laetum

Pittosporum eugenoides 

Pittosporum crassifolium

Plagianthus regius 

Sophora microphylla

Flax, Grasses and Herbaceous species. 

Anemanthele lessoniana

Arthropodium cirratum

Dianella nigra

Libertia perigrinans

Phormium 

Phormium cookianum 

Phormium 

Phormium 

Phormium 

Phormium cookianum 

Small/Medium Shrubs 

Brachyglottis greyi 

Coprosma acerosa

Coprosma “

Cordyline 

Hebe albicans

Hebe 

Hebe chathamica 

Hebe 

Hebe 

Hebe speciosa

Melicytus crassifolius 

“Bush Settlement Park -‐ Conservation Edge” 
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“Dog Park”

Robust and diverticulating species.

Coprosma crassifolia

Coprosma virescens

Corokia cotoneaster

Cordyline australis 

Leptecophylla juniperina

Leptospermum scoparium 

Muehlenbeckia astonii

Myrsine divaricata 

Podocarpus totara 

Plagianthus regius

Sophora microphylla

Sophora prostrata

Iconic signature trees.

Araucaria heterophylla 

Agathis australis 

Beilschmiedia tarairi

Corynocarpus laevigatus

Dacrycarpus dacrydioides

Dacrydium cupressinum

Phyllocladus glaucus 

Plagianthus regius 

Podocarpus totara 

Sophora microphylla

“Formal Street Trees”
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Concept Details -‐ Biodiversity Enhancement.

Conservation Edge





The Educational Showcase.

Rural Production -‐ Community Garden -‐ Stormwater Management.
Biodiversity -‐ Enhancement. Concept Detail.

The twelfth design move -‐

-‐

The thirteenth design move, is 

The central watercourse is developed in the fourteenth design move -‐

-‐

130



Cross section b -‐ bb -‐ design

Cross section c -‐ cc -‐ design

131

b bb

c

cc



132

The Educational Showcase. 

Conservation -‐ Silviculture -‐ Memorial Park.
Biodiversity -‐ Enhancement. Concept Detail.

The  

Agathis australis which has high 

adventure circuits.



will continue to shift and change, and the bodies of the deceased will return to the earth -‐ the bush and all its inhabitants, including the people 

133



Behavioural Assemblage -‐ Gathering Space.

Edge -‐ Collective Space -‐ Biodiversity Enhancement.



Design Exploration -‐ Core site:
Generating the layers.

Layer Four -‐ Behavioural Assemblage

Gathering Space -‐ Dog Park. Behavioural Assemblage. Concept Detail.   

-‐

-‐

-‐
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Design considerations based on dog behaviour on and off leash within the wider settlement.

-‐

area should be  apart Path networks within the wider site need to be wide enough to 

3 meters

137
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Design Exploration -‐ Surrounds:

Tiritiri Matangi. 

-‐



Summary -‐ Design Moves.

Edge.

-‐

erences.

, provides col-‐

Collective.

-‐

-‐

rowed views, open plan living, orientation of house creates private 

dwelling spaces. 

-‐

tion and includes pet ownership.

-‐

and colours. Educational delineates dog access. 

-‐

-‐

sexing services. 

-‐

stock health. Provides a funding source for conservation goals, 

and conservation landscape actvities, potentiating public health.

-‐

-‐

-‐







Conclusion:

-‐

be enhanced and pest species reduced. 

-‐



-‐

creating habitat, thus it blurrs the edges within the site.



-‐

 “l see third generation conservation as accommodation, where societies make room for wildlife in their 
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